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ABSTRACT

Objectives Patients, physicians and the healthcare system are faced with the challenge of determining, and respecting, the medical wishes of an aging population. Our study sought to describe who participates in advance care planning (ACP) and decision-making for patients in long-term care and designated assisted living.

Methods In 2008, Alberta Health Services initiated its ‘Advance Care Planning: Goals of Care Designation’ (Adult) policy in the Calgary zone. This policy encouraged discussions about goals of care and used a tracking form to capture these conversations. A postpolicy implementation chart review was performed at 3 time points: at baseline, at 6 months and at 18 months post implementation in long term care (LTC) and designated assisted living sites.

Results 166 charts were reviewed and 90% had a documented goals of care order. Less than half of residents (47%) were documented as participating in conversations and they were less likely to participate if they had cognitive impairment and were living in LTC. Documented family participation was more prevalent in LTC (51% vs 11%). Nurses participated in 67% of documented conversations with only 34% of discussions documenting physician involvement.

Conclusions This study identifies the lack of documented resident participation in ACP in LTC. While this finding may be explained by the high prevalence of cognitive impairment in our population, it raises questions about the optimal approach to ACP in LTC. In this setting, ACP appears to be more about relational autonomy than it is about patient autonomy.

INTRODUCTION

The percentage of the Canadian population over the age of 65 years is expected to increase from 11.6% in 1993 to 23% in 2041.1 As of 2009–2010, there were 4633 residential care facilities in Canada with 274 270 residents; this number will also rise in the coming decades.2 Patients, families, physicians and the healthcare system as a whole are faced with the difficult challenge of determining and respecting, the medical wishes of this aging and increasingly dependent population. Advance care planning (ACP) is part of the response to this challenge.3 Without a thorough understanding and discussion of a person’s wishes related to healthcare, physicians, patients and their family members may find themselves in conflict, and providing or receiving unwanted care.4

An American study interviewing family members of individuals who had recently died found that 70% of individuals had an advance directive and that these people were more likely to have been women, older and Caucasian.5 These individuals also were less likely to die in the intensive care unit, on a respirator or to have had a feeding tube in the last month of life.5 Another American survey found that 43% of individuals who died between 2000 and 2006 had required medical decision making in the last days of life and 70% of these individuals had not had decision-making capacity.6 Factors that predicted the loss of decision-making capacity included cognitive impairment, residence in a nursing home and cerebrovascular disease.7

In the Calgary Health Region, individuals requiring residential support may reside in one of two levels of care: long term care (LTC) or designated assisted living (DAL). LTC (similar to ‘Nursing care home’ or a skilled nursing facility) provides care for individuals who have...
complex medical needs requiring 24-hour onsite registered nurse assessment and treatment as well as regularly scheduled and unscheduled onsite physician support. DAL (similar to ‘personal care home’) provides scheduled and unscheduled personal care and 24 h support by Licensed Practical Nurses and Health Care Aides. They do not need the services of an onsite registered nurse. Residents of both settings are required to pay accommodation fees and are responsible for furnishings, personal effects and copayments for medications and medical equipment. Both these entities receive some public funds through provincial medical insurance and are commonly privately delivered.

In November 2008, Calgary Health Region (now Alberta Health Services, AHS, Calgary zone) implemented an Advance Care Planning: Goals of Care (Adult) (ACP:GCD) policy across all healthcare sectors, including acute care facilities, emergency departments, LTC, DAL and hospices. Prior to the ACP:GCD policy introduction, ‘do not resuscitate’ and/or ‘levels of care’ orders were used within the health region. These primarily described use or withholding of cardiopulmonary resuscitation. The number of levels and descriptions differed between sectors. There was no standard approach to the documentation or communication of ACP discussions across the region.

The intent of the policy was to encourage communication about decision making. It provided a framework for efficient communication of the general intent of care through goals of care designation (GCD). These describe resuscitative, medical or comfort care providing direction on specific interventions and locations of care (see online supplementary appendix 1). Healthcare providers were instructed to discuss six elements with patients and families and record them on a tracking record (see online supplementary appendix 2). These included: prognosis and anticipated outcomes, patients’ values and understanding of treatment options, life sustaining measures, comfort measures, resources available to them and finally GCD order discussion. The policy required residents of LTC to have GCDs within 45 days of admission and residents of DAL to have GCDs within 90 days of admission through a process of ACP.

Our study analysed the data obtained as part of an evaluation and quality improvement (QI) audit of AHS’ ACP:GCD (Adult) policy to better understand who participated in advance care decision making for residents in LTC and DAL and which factors such as cognitive status or location of care may influence this process.

METHODS
Data was collected as part of the evaluation and QI of this policy implementation and included a chart audit that was performed at three time points: at baseline, at 6 months and at 18 months after policy implementation. Data were collected by experienced data coordinators with a nursing background, through a review of the charts of 166 randomly selected residents. Calgary Health Region Quality, Safety and Health Improvement (which is now Data Integration Measurement and Reporting within AHS) reviewed Electronic Health Record data and provided lists of charts that met sampling criteria. Chart numbers were randomly sorted in an Excel spreadsheet and were reviewed by the audit team in sorted order until sample size was met. Sample size was determined based on data needs and feasibility for the evaluation/QI work, aiming for either 10% of the sample population or n=30 whichever was greater at each site (not always achieved). Data was obtained predominately from the ‘ACP Tracking Record’ (see online supplementary appendix 2). This document was created as part of the policy to record ACP conversations across sectors and included discussion content and a list of participants. In addition, the charts were reviewed for other data including demographics, the GCD order and for any additional documentation of participants in ACP conversation (outside of the ACP Tracking Record).

Residents were included in the chart review if they had a minimum length of stay of 45 days in LTC or 90 days in DAL and if they were older than 50 years of age. Five LTC sites including one rural LTC site and two DAL sites participated in the evaluation/QI. LTC sites were selected for size (four largest urban sites were selected to be most representative of population) and prior relationship with the ACP:GCD programme (one rural site). To reflect various experiences with policy implementation, one DAL site with perceived challenges was selected, and one DAL site with dedicated ACP:GCD resources was selected. For each chart reviewed, up to five ACP conversations (almost all of which had occurred in the LTC or DAL) were audited. General demographics were collected as well as information on resident diagnosis, cognitive status as included under medical diagnoses in the chart such as dementia, memory impairment and cognitive impairment, and current GCD. As well, data was examined to see whether residents, family members or healthcare professionals were documented as participating in these conversations. To reflect the more established process, we analysed data from 6 months and 18 months postpolicy implementation in this study. This study excluded charts with no documentation of ACP, as this study was focused on analysing who had participated in ACP in LTC and DAL in the former Calgary Health Region.

RESULTS
In total, 200 charts were reviewed in the chart audit; of these, 166 charts had documented ACP conversations (83%). Only data from those 166 were reviewed...
in this study, as it focused on ACP conversations. Of these, 114 charts were from LTC and 52 were from DAL facilities. The majority of residents were female (64%). The largest age group was aged between 85–94 years (43%), while 36% were between the ages of 75–84 years old. The prevalence of cognitive impairment was 78% among residents in LTC and 46% among patients in DAL. In total there were 272 ACP conversations documented in the 166 reviewed charts.

Among these charts, 150 (90%) had a documented GCD order in the chart. Resuscitative care orders (including some form of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation or admission to intensive care) were present for 40% (21) of individuals who were living in DAL. Another 35% wished to receive medical care to prolong life, to be transferred to hospital but not to receive any resuscitative care and only 6% wished for comfort care. In long-term care, only 15% (17) of residents had orders for resuscitative care while the majority (55%) had orders for life-prolonging care treatments excluding resuscitation and 25% had orders for comfort care. Table 1 provides information on GCD at 6 months and 18 months.

Residents were documented to be present in conversations about their own wishes 47% of the time, while they were documented as not participating 41% of the time. In 12% of these conversations it was not documented if residents were present or not. Many more family members participated in these conversations with 62% of discussions having a documented family member present versus 28% not present and 9% not documented in the chart. Table 2 shows resident and family participation in reference to cognitive impairment and the location of care. Residents with cognitive impairment were less likely to be present, with only 20% documented as present at ACP conversations. Family participation increased when patients had cognitive impairment, with 47% of these residents having family documented as present at these conversations. However 6% of patients who were not documented as cognitively impaired were not present at these conversations.

When we further examined this data and stratified for location of care (DAL vs LTC), we found that 55% of the time documentation reflected that residents in DAL were unaccompanied in these conversations; however in LTC it was only 12% (see figure 1).

Healthcare provider participation also varied depending on location of care. Overall, nurses were the most commonly represented group, with documented presence in 67% of conversations. Physicians were only recorded present 34% of the time (16% in DAL, 43% in LTC) along with social workers 16%, spiritual care 2% and others including pharmacists, physical and occupational therapists 15% of the time.

When we stratified for multiple healthcare providers and location of care we found the presence of interdisciplinary teams in LTC with 21% of conversations having a nurse, physician and another healthcare provider present. This was not a feature in conversations that occurred in DAL, with only 10% having a nurse and another healthcare provider present and 2% with a nurse and physician present (figure 2).

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of our study was to establish who participated in ACP conversations in care facilities in Calgary after the implementation of the ACP:GCD policy. Of concern, we found that less than half of all charts contained documentation that the resident had been present for his or her own ACP conversation. The ACP:GCD (Adult) policy emphasises the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive impairment</th>
<th>Resident participation</th>
<th>Family participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>25 (27%)</td>
<td>9 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>36 (40%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>31 (17%)</td>
<td>85 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>23 (13%)</td>
<td>15 (8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAL, designated assisted living; LTC, long term care.
involvement of the individual primarily and to use surrogate decision makers only when necessary. It is understandable that residents with cognitive impairment were less likely to participate in ACP discussions and were more likely to have family present at these conversations. The severity of cognitive impairment plays a role in determining whether residents have capacity to participate in ACP conversations.

Although we were unable to quantify the degree of cognitive impairment through our chart review, this
would certainly be an area that deserves more study. We could also not assess whether a prior advance directive was used to guide decision making during these conversations. Ideally, ACP should be occurring early in a person’s disease (before they require residential support) so as to maximise the likelihood and ability of the person to participate. While the ACP:GCD policy applies to primary care settings as well as hospitals, LTC, DAL, emergency departments, home care and residential hospices, there were no ‘standards’ or ‘timing’ recommendations for adherence to the policy in the primary care setting. It would be beneficial to explore whether implementation standards in primary care could increase engagement in ACP prior to or early in illness, particularly cognitive impairment. Family presence in planning conversations was common even in the absence of cognitive impairment, particularly in LTC. Nolan et al. examined the preferences of patients with terminal diagnoses regarding the inclusion of their family members and physicians in decision making. If they were capable of decision making, half of the patients wished to be the sole decision maker and 44% wished to have shared decision making with family. Another study of the perspectives of American community-dwelling individuals, aged 70 years and above, on surrogate decision making, found that 95% of individuals had someone who they trusted to make decisions for them if they became incapable but only 49% of them had discussed their preferences with these people and only 9% had a living will. The relationship between engaging in ACP and decisional congruence has been well explored. This has implications for ACP in LTC as our study shows that many residents may be relying on family members to make these decisions. This brings up ethical and practical concerns surrounding how we best prepare and support families in this process and continue to honour patient values.

In Calgary, there was a more established process for accessing physicians and interdisciplinary teams in LTC than in DAL. This may explain the greater use of teams in these conversations in LTC. Physicians, nurse practitioners and nurses have been shown to be effective for engaging in ACP with patients but little is known about the impact of team versus individual healthcare provider participation in ACP discussions. There are several inherent limitations to this study. It used retrospective data collected for the purpose of a policy evaluation/QI audit. Moreover, it relies on the quality and the accuracy of the original documentation on the tracking record. It cannot answer important questions such as optimal timing of ACP after admission to a care facility. Nor can it assess the impact of who was present on outcomes for the resident, family, staff and healthcare system. The strength of the study is that it provides information on the ‘real-life’ context of ACP conversations and GCD determinations in care facilities. The data suggests that the communication occurring in LTC, and to a lesser degree in DAL, was not actually ‘advance’ care planning by residents themselves but was often surrogate care planning and decision making related to GCD. Relational autonomy rather than absolute patient autonomy is therefore predominant within this process, particularly as nursing care needs increase. Finally the data highlight the importance of engaging in ACP while one is healthy and that those who delay participating in ACP until they ‘get sick’ or are admitted to residential care facilities will often have missed out on the opportunity to participate in decisions about their own care or to guide their families and healthcare professionals in those decisions.
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